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Machine Learning is infusing into all aspects of our lives as it builds toward Artificial Intelligence. This presentation gives a
basic understanding of how it is affecting our culture, critical knowledge for businesses, students, sales representatives and
professionals.
"There has never been any other time in life when so many aspects of our world are focused on advancing artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning as today," Martin Brossman said. "I believe students and professionals need a basic
understanding of how Machine Learning and AI are progressing today because its influence on our life is growing rapidly.
As our world gets more automated and AI gains greater dominance in our society, working on enhancing our best human
qualities will give us a competitive advantage."
Enjoy this basic overview of how we are advancing into this “brave new world”, where we will have to educate a society of
thinkers, reexamine our purpose and redefine societal consciousness.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Understanding how AI and Machine Learning is already infused into our world
Identifying the possible jobs that it will create and jobs that will be going away
Defining key terminology you need to know in regards to AI and Machine Learning
Being able to see through the hype of marketing today to understand where we are today
Recognizing what you need to know for your career about AI and Machine Learning
We also address

Thanks to Emery Carr and Dax Prather

•
•
•
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Would you rather run the numbers or run the show?
- CMA commercial

“The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the
end of the human race.” - Stephen Hawking
“We need to be super careful with AI. Potentially more
dangerous than nukes.” - Elon Musk
“I am in the camp that is concerned about super intelligence.”
- Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates

Discussion: What is smarter than AI today?

An Amoeba
a single-celled animal that
catches food and moves
about by extending
fingerlike projections of
protoplasm.

Source: Artificial Intelligence Is Not a Threat—Yet
March 1st, 2017 ScientificAmerican.com

Artificial Intelligence
●

July 2012 - Google - “Picking images of cats out of YouTube videos was one
of the first breakthrough demonstrations of deep learning.”
○ Unlabeled data.
○ Also progress in speech recognition
around that time
○ They realized that deep neural networks
can improve on the state of the art of
Machine Learning
○ ICLR (International Conference on
Learning Representations), since 2013

The Breakthrough in Machine Learning
●
●
●

More powerful distributed processing - GPU, or graphics processing units
Availability of massive amounts of data to learn on
Implementation of virtual neural nets, parallel algorithms, statistics & matrix
multiplication.

Big Data

Development of
Parallel Algorithms
& Open Source Sharing

More computing Power
GPU Accelerator
Cloud GPU Processing

Artificial Intelligence (AI) v.s. Machine Learning (ML)
“Artificial Intelligence is about automating the process of making good decisions
under uncertainty.
“Machine Learning “Programs that can improve with experience.”
“Machine learning… is this idea of marrying algorithms and statistics, learning
from data.” Machine Learning at its most basic is the practice of using algorithms
to parse data, learn from it, and then make a determination or prediction about
something in the world.
“Machine Learning will help you do your taxes AI will do them for you and
submit them”

What are Artificial Neural Networks?
●

●
●

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
“A family of models inspired by biological neural networks (the central nervous
systems of animals, in particular the brain) and are used to estimate or
approximate functions that can depend on a large number of inputs and are
generally unknown.”
“Deep Neural Networks” have many
layers between the input and output.
Have been around for a while but
processor-intensive so they were set aside.

What are Hidden Layer Neurons?
●

“Hidden Neuron, Hidden Layer Neuron - In traditional feed-forward neural
networks, a hidden layer neuron is a neuron whose output is connected to the
inputs of other neurons and is therefore not visible as a network output (hence
the term hidden layer).”

What is Deep Learning?
Deep Learning is a kind of Machine Learning that has contributed to the greatest
advancements so far. Machine learning with deep neural networks.
“Deep Learning is a subfield of machine learning concerned with algorithms
inspired by the structure and function of the brain called artificial neural networks.”
Have many layers to
the neural network and
work a large amount
of data

“General AI” v.s. “Narrow AI”
General AI “That possessed the same characteristics of human intelligence.” Can
be used in many different situations and lives currently on the screen of Science
Fiction movies. Also called "strong AI", "full AI"
Narrow AI “Technologies that are able to perform specific tasks as well as, or
better than, we humans can. Examples of narrow AI are things such as image
classification on a service like Pinterest, face recognition on Facebook or speech
recognition for Amazon Alexa.”

Where current AI is effective,
and what it is not as effective at
● Not as effective for things we as humans don’t know how to do yet
● If a number of humans can do it then AI can learn it!
● Currently Effective at
○ Pattern Recognition
○ Speech Recognition
○ Behavior Prediction
○ Computer vision

A few examples of Machine Learning
●

Image Recognition - Facebook uses Machine Learning to identify your face
with 97% accuracy & Google Photos uses face recognition to group photos of
places and things together

●

Natural language processing - Speech recognition and translation
○
○

●
●

Skype real time translator will translate 40 different languages
Alexa, Siri, Cortana and Google Assistant

Medical Diagnosis - Used in medical to identify cancer cells
Multi-input processing and computing - Self Driving cars

More..

More Examples of Machine Learning and AI - 2018
Examples of Machine Learning by
Industry
●

Financial Services
○
○
○
○

●

Healthcare
○

●

Calculating risk
Reacting to market trends
Remaining competitive
Customer and client satisfaction
Personalised health monitoring

Retail
○
○
○

Online recommendations
Better customer service and delivery
systems
Tracking price changes

Products relying heavily on Machine
Learning
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Amazon Alexa / Google Home
Siri and Cortana
Facebook
Google Maps
Google Search
Gmail (spam)
PayPal
Netflix
UBER UBEReats
Lyst
Spotify

Example of Machine Learning - Google Photos

Another example of Natural Language Processing
and Machine Learning

Discussion: Why was that so amazing?

Top 4 main types of Machine Learning Systems
●

●

●
●

Supervised learning - “Human experts act as the teacher where we feed the computer with training
data containing the input/predictors and we show it the correct answers (output) and from the data
the computer should be able to learn the patterns.” eg. Face recognition would need all faces
labeled.
Unsupervised Learning - “Here there’s no teacher at all, actually the computer might be able to
teach you new things after it learns patterns in data, these algorithms are particularly useful in cases
where the human expert doesn’t know what to look for in the data.” eg. Face recognition would just
group the same face together from different perspectives.
Semi-supervised Learning - Can make do with fewer levels by first doing unsupervised learning,
then you only need one label for one image to know that is the same guy in all pictures.
Reinforcement Learning - “Reinforcement learning algorithm (called the agent) continuously learns
from the environment in an iterative fashion. In the process, the agent learns from its experiences of
the environment until it explores the full range of possible states.” Eg. a drone flying in a simulator
to learn how to fly upside down in the real word. http://heli.stanford.edu/

Example of Reinforcement Learning
Autonomous Helicopters Teach Themselves to Fly Stunts

Accelerating machine learning in the cloud
Machine Learning at AWS - Amazon AWS
https://aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/

Challenges with progress on AI
● We are still learning what is going on with hidden layers
● If it finds a solutions and prediction and we don’t know
how it got there that is a problem
● Can’t explain how we got there, problem.
● Managing possible consequences of more general AI

The Potential Damage of Over Hype
● Is IBM Watson really that good or just IBM Marketing?
● Google Deepmind can play Go but that is a very specific
task and their goal is general AI
● Marketing through reality
● Loss of trust

Fear Stupid AI

Amazon’s hiring AI may have weeded out women:
Report
From Reuters: “In effect, Amazon’s system taught itself that male candidates were
preferable. It penalized resumes that included the word “women’s,” as in “women’s
chess club captain.” And it downgraded graduates of two all-women’s colleges,
according to people familiar with the matter. They did not specify the names of the
schools.
Amazon edited the programs to make them neutral to these particular terms. But
that was no guarantee that the machines would not devise other ways of sorting
candidates that could prove discriminatory, the people said.”

If you want to build your AI Programming Skills
Programming Languages
●
●

Python
R

Math skills needed
●
●
●
●

Probability / Statistics
Linear Algebra
Multivariable Calculus
Optimization
(Mathematical optimization)

Where to start learning?
Hands-On Machine Learning with Scikit-Learn and
TensorFlow: Concepts, Tools, and
Techniques to Build Intelligent Systems by Aurélien Géron

Photo credit
Emery Carr

Areas of AI, Machine Learning & Technology to watch
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Augmented Reality
VR experience
Quantum Computers and Quantum Encryption
Custom hardware for deep learning ( Google Tensor
processing unit)
Blockchain
Internet of Things
Real time Sentiment Analysis
Machine Learning faster identification of context
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What type of jobs do you think are most at risk?
● Semi skilled - Where there are rules and basic decisions
○ Eg. Self driving cars on the major roads
Stay between the lines and don’t hit things.
○ If any skill that many people can do, it may be

With the loss of jobs due to Machine
Learning & AI, how do you stay competitive?
●

Don’t think stable job for life. Think of What is the ROI of YOU and where it is
the best match. What will people pay you to do?

●

Understand there will also be jobs created by Machine Learning & AI, pay
attention to those.

●
Develop your Entrepreneur muscle! Listen for new opportunities to make
money, create product or add value with services. Find low risk way to build
these skills. E.G. Sell on ebay.

With the loss of jobs due to Machine
Learning & AI, how do you stay competitive?
●

Learn to use machine learning tools. Be the 1st to pick them up to be more
competitive. E.G. In sales, the product Crystal Knows

●

Build on good Human skills. Being accountable, ability to handle conflict,
public speaking skills, real problem solving and thinking skills, and basic
Integrity, you do what you say you will do.

●

Be “Pre-screenable” on the web with intentional content. E.g. Linkedin and
Extended Post on LinkedIn. Do you have a positive digital footprint online?

“As our world gets more automated and
AI gains greater dominance in our
society, working on enhancing our best
human qualities give us a competitive
advantage.” - Martin Brossman

Welcome to the fourth industrial revolution, your future!

What are Chatbots?
“A chatbot (also known as a smartbot, talkbot, chatterbot, Bot, IM bot, interactive
agent, conversational interface, Conversational AI, or artificial conversational
entity) is a computer program or an artificial intelligence which conducts a
conversation via auditory or textual methods” - Wikipedia
It can be a “rules engine” or can have some machine learning. The danger of just
using machine learning (neural-nets) unrestrained is it could give a very strange
answer if someone ask a questions outside the boundaries.
Ways Machine Learning works with Chatbots is Natural Language Processing
People are more receptive of “Chatbots” when they get what they want.

Why You Need to Build a Chatbot Now
●
●

●
●

●
●
●

Can be text or voice
Bots are computer
program with or without
machine learning
integrated
Bots are replacing “apps”
Providing information and
solutions instantaneously
to customers
Pre-defined scripts
Natural Language
Programing
Machine Learning

Discussion:
Which are
these?
Digital
Assistants
are examples
of a chatbot

Google I/O 2018 Google Duplex Hair Salon Call (Google Assistant)

Coming soon...

The Uncanny Valley
People currently are more receptive
to robots that aren’t too human
The concept of the uncanny valley suggests
humanoid objects which appear almost, but not
exactly, like real human beings elicit uncanny, or
strangely familiar, feelings of eeriness and revulsion
in observers. --Wikipedia

Di Max Braun from San Francisco, USA - Android, CC BY-SA 2.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=32928469

But this does not seem to be true for Chatbots and
Digital Assistants

The Uncanny Valley

Di Max Braun from San Francisco, USA - Android, CC
BY-SA 2.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3292
8469

By Smurrayinchester - self-made, based on image by Masahiro Mori and Karl MacDorman at
http://www.androidscience.com/theuncannyvalley/proceedings2005/uncannyvalley.html, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2041097
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Blockchain
●

●

●
●
●

A distributed “ledger” that is transparent and verified by many computers
making it very hard to hack! Creating a higher level of trust since not one
person or computer is trusted to keep it accurate.
1991 Stuart Haber and W. Scott Stornetta - Blockchain invented to timestamp
digital documents “cryptographically secured chain of blocks whereby no one
could tamper with timestamps of documents.”
2009 - The first major blockchain innovation was bitcoin market established
as form of digital currency - “Satoshi Nakamoto”
16 of largest banks have. Implemented Blalock chain technology
A new type of accounting ledger — one that can be continuously updated and
verified without the threat of being altered or corrupted.
More...

Blockchain - Video
●

●
●
●

●
●

Stores data in blocks linked in a
chronological fashion forming a
continuous line
Uses “public key cryptography”
Each block has a “hash” that is
unique like a fingerprint
If you make a change to a block
you don’t rewrite it but store that
info in a new block - Showing X
change to Y as a specific date /
time
Date is stored over multiple
computers
We don’t need a “verifier” because
the collective creates the trust.

More...

Blockchain
“Rather than storing data in one location, blockchain
technology shares data across a massive
peer-to-peer network. Until now, we have relied on
institutions or trusted third parties, such as banks,
government registries, and other intermediaries, to
be in the middle of our transactions to create
validity.” - Amy Vetter, CPA/CITP, CGMA
More...

Blockchain - Benefits and what you need to know
● Clarity over ownership of assets and existence of obligations, and
could dramatically improve efficiency.
● Blockchain provides an immutable and transparent record of all
accountancy-based data
● Streamline accounting processes and audits, while ensuring that the
records are accurate and truthful
● Do accountants and CPA need to fear for their jobs?
○ No, increase accuracy will still need auditor and attention to
higher level task
○ A tighter accountability will make it easier for the accounting firm
to stay honest
More...

Blockchain - Benefits and what you need to know

“Even with blockchain technology, someone
has to enter contracts, purchase orders, and
payments into those blocks. What this new
technology will provide is efficiency, record
permanency and transparency, and that is a
bookkeeper’s dream.”
- Andrew Arnold

More...

Blockchain, Machine Learning / AI & quantum computing
●

●
●

●

The threat quantum computing poses to blockchain is real and may cause
blockchain to be a catastrophe if blockchain design does not take it into
account. - Source - But then most “cryptography” could become obsolete with
truly functional and stable quantum computing
Both are disruptive technologies
Blockchain could be used to “sign” media to prove that it was not produced
the original person of faced by machine learning / AI. It could be used to
authentic “news” from its source.
When you combine machine learning and blockchain, you get nothing short of
a technological revolution. It's possible to envision a world where accounting
and auditing happen in real time, with all relevant parties being informed
every step of the way — a true continuous audit. - (source)
More...

Hyperledger Project
Hyperledger is an umbrella project of open
source blockchains and related tools, started in
December 2015 by the Linux Foundation, and
supported by big industry players like IBM, Intel and
SAP Ariba, to support the collaborative development
of blockchain-based distributed ledgers.
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Augmented Reality

Augmented Reality
An enhanced version of reality created by the
use of technology to overlay digital information
on an image of something being viewed through
a device (such as a smartphone
camera--Merriam-Webster
Examples: Google Glass &
Pokemon Go

Augmented Reality and Accounting
“Imagine if you could set an app to display the price of every
piece of inventory along with its origin, destination,
depreciation status, and location in the budget as soon as
you look at it. Imagine motion sensors that let you input
commands, such as to accelerate the depreciation on a
worn-out piece of machinery.” - Intuit

Example of a current AR product VUZIX BLADE
Works with Amazon Alexa
https://www.vuzix.com/products/blade-smart-glasses

Video https://youtu.be/V-OxzjsB2s0

Augmented Reality and Machine Learning / AI
● The camera capturing the real time image (and/or sound)
and feeding it to a cloud processing machine learning
system.
● Machine Learning would be used for the processing the
data, image identification, and pattern recognition then
back to the display or as audio input to the observer.

Intelligence Augmentation or Intelligence Amplification
IA is the use of technology to supplement and support human intelligence, with
humans remaining at the center of the decision making process.

Intelligence amplification (IA) (also referred to as cognitive augmentation and
machine augmented intelligence) refers to the effective use of information
technology in augmenting human intelligence. The idea was first proposed in the
1950s and 1960s by cybernetics and early computer pioneers.
Intelligence amplification refers to the effective use of information technology in
augmenting human intelligence.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence_amplification

Intelligence Augmentation
“Underlying technologies powering AI and IA are the same, the goals and
applications are fundamentally different: AI aims to create systems that run without
humans, whereas IA aims to create systems that make humans better.”
Example: Financial institutions integrate IA in fraud detection. Using machine
learning, systems can be trained to identify and flag the markers and patterns of
fraudulent activity.

VR experience
Virtual Reality (VR) [Also called Mixed Reality] is:
the computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional
image or environment that can be interacted with in a
seemingly real or physical way by a person using special
electronic equipment, such as a helmet with a screen inside
or gloves fitted with sensors.
Everything you see and hear is replaced with a “virtual reality”

Virtual Reality and Accounting
“For accounting students, experience in
the field is perhaps the best preparation
they can get before entering the job
market. N.C. State University—Frank
Buckless, Ph.D.; Scott Showalter, CPA;
and Kathy Krawczyk, Ph.D.—brought a
warehouse to their students via the
online virtual world Second Life.”

Intro: https://youtu.be/r_qGgEsBcfs?t=76
The process:
https://youtu.be/r_qGgEsBcfs?t=115
Value:
https://youtu.be/r_qGgEsBcfs?t=155

Virtual Reality and Machine Learning
Ways in Which Machine Learning is Being Used in Virtual Reality

● Natural Language Processing (NLP) to understand input
and verbal request
● Learning from the user's response the Virtual Reality can
be more responsive and relistinc using Machine Learning
● Using machine learning in the creation of virtual worlds

Discussion and Time check
● What is the difference between
Augmented Reality and
Virtual Reality?
● What examples of either
do you know of?

Quantum Computers

Quantum Computers and Quantum Encryption
Quantum Computer use qubits
Classical computers use bits
Bit can be 1 or 0 and a qubit can be 1 or 0 AND 1 and 0
This is useful for specific type of problems
Applying the strangeness of Quantum states
Three properties: Entanglement, Superposition & Interference
Challenge is stabilization to get the data in and out of a Quantum Computers Error correction - Fault tolerance - Decoherence
Allowing all possibilities explored simpatiously vs
explore possibilities one at a time in a classical computers
Eg: Simpuating nature, Excellerate machine learning,

3 Bit
Classical
Computer
110

3 Qubits
Quantum
Computer
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

We are at the high
quality vacuum tube
computer level of
Quantum Computers

Quantum Computers in Use
●
●
●
●

Machine Learning
Optimization
Biomedical Simulations
Financial Services

Today Quantum Computers cannot do more than classic
computers. 3 to 5 years we expect to move to Quantum
advantage where they can outperform classic computers

Real time Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment Analysis inspects the given text and identifies the
prevailing emotional opinion within the text, especially to
determine a writer's attitude as positive, negative, or neutral.
Sentiment analysis is performed through the
analyzeSentiment method. (See: cloud.google.com for
method instructions.) - Using Machine Learning to improving
the understanding of the sentiment toward and then build
more emotional report with us.

How do you keep up?

Quora.com - https://www.quora.com (Q&A)

Reddit.com - https://www.reddit.com

Feedly.com - https://feedly.com

When looking up a new technology or topic on Google

When looking up a new technology or topic on Youtube

Google Alerts - https://www.google.com/alerts

Special Thanks to...
- John Knesel, Ph.D. Chair, Natural and Life Sciences Department Associate
Professor of Biology
- Emery Carr R&D Software Engineer - Intelligence Augmentation - The Future of
Computing
- Dax Prather Technology Support Engineer - NC State TTS
Remember the article and video
Video interview with David Amerland on AI Today 10/9/2018
http://bit.ly/aivideo2018 (all lower case)
My article on AI http://bit.ly/aiarticle (all lower case)

Insights & Actions
What did you learn and
what are you going to do with it?
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